
THE ROLE OF THE LEARNING COACH
K-5 curriculum



Understanding the Role of the Learning Coach

• Guide the student through the lessons 

• Discuss concepts being taught

• Assist with interactive tools and games

• Oversee assignments

• Help facilitate hands on learning 

• Check for understanding on assignments

• Keep the student on schedule 

• Insure all components of the course such independent reading, novel studies, 
and practice activities are being done with fidelity.

• Communicate with teacher as needed



Preparing a Learning Space

It is important to create a learning space that provides the opportunity for 
students to move as needed. 

• Make sure the desk and chair allow the student to sit upright at the computer.

• Have other seating options for students to do offline assignments such as 
independent reading.

• Have a larger table with coloring supplies, glue and scissors for written work and 
projects.

• Wall space to post a word wall, The 5 Finger Retell, and Choose a Just Right Book 
PDF documents for frequent reference.



Preparing a Learning Space 



Setting and Following a Schedule

SUGGESTED SCHEDULE GRADES K-3 



Setting and Following a Schedule

SUGGESTED SCHEDULE GRADES 4-5 



Previewing Courses and Understanding Course Components

• It is important to preview the courses your student is taking.

•Preview a course by logging into your account.

•A typical module has lessons for the student to: 

• Learn about the concept and practice the concept

• Assignments for the student to complete  

• Assessments that are either done in the course or done in a synchronous 
session with a teacher



The Learning Coach Lesson Tab and Resources

• Inside every course there is a Resource 
Module.

• The Resource Module has a section for the 
Learning Coach to learn more about their role 
as well as how to navigate through the 
platform.

• Within each lesson is a Learning Coach tab 
which will provide information about the 
lesson and a list of any materials  that are 
needed. 

• Learning Coach Website:

   http://learningcoach.accelerate.education/



Materials Preparation

A materials list for each course is found in the Resources Section, it is organized 
by the materials needed for each lesson.

General school supplies such as crayons, markers, scissors glue, pencils, 
construction paper, notebooks,  and computer paper should be readily available 

Materials are also noted on the Learning Coach tab of each lesson. If no 
materials are needed they will not be listed.

The Learning Coach should preview the lessons a week in advance  to insure 
that the materials needed are readily available when that student encounters the 
lesson. 



Language Arts Independent Reading Grades K-3

• Books may be selected from the library, purchased, or 
chosen from your home library.

• The Learning Coach will facilitate independent reading by 
helping the student choose a  “Just Right Book”.

• The student should first preview a book and see if it looks 
interesting to them.

• If it looks interesting they should then practice the 5 finger 
rule. 

Choosing the Right Book



Language Arts Independent Reading Grades K-3

In grades K-3 students are required to read 30-40 minutes a day 
from “A Just Right Book”. They choose one book a week and read it 
each day. 

On their reading log, students record the book they read and 
answer questions about the it. 

Students will submit their independent reading assignment weekly 
to their teacher. 



Language Arts Grades K-3 Independent Reading Assignment

• Part 1 : The student will fill out the reading log for the 
week.

• Part 2 :  The student will answer the reading log 
questions. 

• Note:  The Learning Coach should discuss the book with 
the student before the student completes the 
assignment.

• Note: These documents can be typed in. A student can 
download the documents. Save the document.  Pull up 
the saved version to type in. Save when finished.



Language Arts Grades K-3 Weekly Assignments

• After a student completes the 5th 
lesson there will be a spot for 
students to submit all of their 
assignments they were asked to 
do in each lesson. 

• Students can scan or take a picture 
of their work, upload it in the drop 
box and send to the teacher.



Language Arts Grades 4-5 Novel Studies

• From a list of three books, 
students choose two 
books to read each 
semester.

• Novel Study Guides are 
included for each book.

• Learning Coaches should 
discuss the novels with 
their students.



Grades K-3 Math Assignments

• Assignments are found in each 
lesson.

• An Activity button will be on the 
lesson page when there is an 
assignment. 

• Clicking on the Activity button 
pulls up a document for a student 
to print.

• Workbooks are available that have 
the documents.



• In the Resources Module of every course the Learning Coach Lesson or Getting 
Started Lesson there is a video that shows how to submit assignments. Be sure 
to watch it with your student.

• For grades K-3 the workbook pages can be scanned, saved and submitted. 
Documents can also be printed.

• As the student moves up grades they will encounter pdf documents in which a 
student can type. The Resources Module explains how to save and submit these 
documents in the Getting Started Activity.

Submitting Assignments



Synchronous Sessions

Each week grades K-3 or every other week grades 4-5 the teacher 
will schedule a synchronous session with the student. 

The session will last between 30-60 minutes.

Teachers will administer spelling tests,  benchmark assessments, 
reading level assessments, go over grades, submitted work and 
discuss with the student what they are learning. 

The Learning Coach should sit in to know what is being discussed, 
listen for any tips the teacher may be giving so that they can be 
reinforced by the coach, as well as ask any questions.



Other Suggested Activities

The Morning Meeting is a time to meet with your student and discuss certain topics 
to start the day.  Young students need to be on a schedule.

• The meeting should be about 15 to 20 minutes.

• On the calendar, have the student pick out the date, tell what day of the week it is, what 
yesterday was, and tomorrow will be for grades K-2. 

• For grades 3-5 discuss special events for the day or week and the date and time they are 
happening.

• Discuss the season.

• Discuss the weather. 

• Discuss some current events that are appropriate for children.

• Review goals for the day.

MORNING MEETING



Other Suggested Activities

After a student finishes a subject give them a break. Anywhere from 
10-20 minutes. Longer if they need a snack, shorter if they do not.

The break should be  structured and planned, but should include 
activities that allows the student to move and have fun.

Research Brain Breaks online for ideas that will get the student 
moving. Go Noodle is an excellent website for ideas.

BRAIN BREAKS



Other Suggested Activities

Schedule lunch and free time into the day.

Make it a 40 minute session. 

The student can eat lunch for 20 minutes.

The student then gets 20 minutes of free play, if it is nice have 
them play outside. 

Free Play should not be structured it is a break from the day. 

LUNCH/FREE TIME



Other Suggested Activities AFTERNOON MEETING

The Afternoon Meeting is a time to come together and reflect on 
the day. 

• The meeting should be about 15 to 20 minutes.

• Discuss what was accomplished and if the student met their goals

• What was the best part of the day?

• What did they enjoy the most?

• Do they need help with anything?

• Set goals for tomorrow.


